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In this paper, the asymptotic behavior of posterior distributions on param- 
eters contained in random processes is examined when the specified model 
for the densities is not necessarily correct. Uniform convergence of likelihood 
functions in some way is shown to be a sufficient condition for the posterior 
distributions to be asymptotically confined to a set (Theorem 1). For ergodic 
stationary Markov processes uniform convergence of likelihood functions 
is established by the ergodic theorem for Banach-valued stationary processes 
(Proposition 1). A sufficient condition for the uniform convergence is also shown 
for general random processes (Proposition 2). These results are used to analyze 
the asymptotic behavior of posterior distributions on parameters contained 
in linear systems under incorrect models (Example 1 and 2). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X,}, n = 1, 2,... be a family of random variables defined on a prob- 
ability space (Q, 39, P). A model is given which specifies that the joint 
density of random variables X1 ,..., X, is one of the densities fn(xl , x2 ,..., 
x, 1 O), where the indexing parameter 0 takes its values in the parameter 
space 0, assumed to be a compact metric space. CT denotes a prior distribution 
on (0,9(O)), where 99(O) is the Bore1 o-field of 0, and x,, denotes the cor- 
responding posterior distribution of the parameter given X, , X, ,..., X,, . 
Thus, for any A ~a(@), 
In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior of the sequence {rr,} under 
the situation that the joint density of {X,) need not correspond to any of the 
densities in the specified model. Such an analysis was done by Berk [l] when 
(X,} are identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.). 
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It is, however, desirable to do the same kind of analysis for more general 
cases since most of the stochastic processes we encounter in practical problems 
are not i.i.d. 
As was shown in Berk [l], when the process {X,} is i.i.d., uniform con- 
vergence of the likelihood functions fn(X1 ,..., X, ( 0) in some way ensures 
that the posterior distribution for the parameter 8 is asymptotically confined 
to a set (which is called the asymptotic carrier by Berk). In Theorem 1, it is 
shown that the same thing is true when {X,J are not necessarily i.i.d. 
In general, it is impossible to determine the asymptotic carrier since the 
true density for the observed process is not known. We can, however, analyze 
to some extent the asymptotic behavior of posterior distributions under a 
misspecified (incorrect) model by investigating the property of the asymp- 
totic carrier. 
In Section 3, the uniform convergence of likelihood functions is established 
for ergodic stationary Markov processes using the ergodic theorem in Banach 
space, and an example of the analysis is given. A sufficient condition for the 
uniform convergence is given for general processes in Section 4. These 
results are then applied to the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of posterior 
distributions on parameters involved in multi-input, multi-output linear 
systems when the model is incorrect. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS 
We assume the following: 
(Al) For any 1z and 0 E 0, fn(xl ,..., x, 1 8) is jointly Borel-measurable. 
(A21 f&G ,..., X, ) 0) > 0 with probability one. 
(A3) For any nonempty open set A E g(O), V(A) > 0. 
As was indicated in Introduction, the following theorem states that, if the 
likelihood functionsf,(X, ,..., X, / e) converges uniformly in e in some way, 
then the posterior distribution {.rr,> defined in (1) is asymptotically confined 
to a set. 
THEOREM I. Assume (Al-3). Suppose that, for a continuous function ~(0) 
defined on 0, 
;Z,P iub) hfn(xl ,..., x, I 0) - 7wi ---f 0 in probability, (2) 
then, for any open set A E a(@) w ic contains the asymptotic carrier A,, , h h 
?T,A+ 1 in probability (3) 
where A,, is defined us A,, = (0; TJ* = q(e), q* = sup,,s~(f?)}. 
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Remark I. Since T( .) is continuous on the compact set 0, v* is finite and 
A, is not empty. 
Proof. The proof follows the method given by Berk [I]. It is sufficient to 
prove 
L,A = r#lrr,A ---f 0 in probability 
where AC is complement of the set A. 
We should note that n,A > 0 for all 11 with probability one because of 
(A2)-(A3). Now 
We shall show that, for any A E &Y(O), 
is A (exp(l in) kfn(XI ,..., X, I 0))” dr(e))l’” - sup exp rl(@) BEA 
in probability. 
By the condition (2) in the theorem, 
Ej l(l/$ kfn(X1 >***> -L I 0) - @)I - 0 
in probability. 
Hence we have 
;‘;a~ I eMi+ hd(4 ,..., Xn I 0) - exp da -+ 0 
in probability. 
In fact, defining F,(w; 0) by 
C(W 0) = w) 10gfn(xl ,..., x, I 4, 
yj I exp~&; 0) - exp da 





Since exp(.) is continuous, using (5) and Gikhman and Skorohod [2, II, 3, 
Theorem 61, 
exp{sup I C&J; 4 - ,1(4l> - 1 
BEA 
in probability. 
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Hence again, by noting exp{sup,,, 1 q(e)\} < co, the last term in (7) 
converges to 0 in probability and (6) follows. 
Now by Minkowski’s inequality 
< (S, I exp F&4 8) - exp 7(W d4@)l” 
< ;;t I exp C&J; 0) - exp ,(qi - 0 
in probability. 
On the other hand 
(see Yoshida [8, Theorem 1,3, I, p. 341). Combining these results, (4) follows. 
Now 
C 
supeoAc exp ?(e) 
I 
n limL,A = lim nim n+m supeEA exp r1(e) 
in probability. 
By noting that AC is compact, y( .) is continuous and that A 3 A, , 
0 d B”E”A~” exp 7(W-~ exp 769 < 1 
and hence 
L,A+O in probability. Q.E.D. 
Remark I. The above proof shows that, if the convergence in (2) holds 
with probability one, then the convergence in (3) holds with probability one. 
Remark 2. Suppose 
vi4 E 10gfn(xl ,..., x, I 0) + 44 
for each 0. Letf,(X, ,..., X,, ( 0,) be the true density of (X,}. Then we have 
7(ee) 2 7(e). In fact, 
7(e,) - 40) = i-5 f (E w,(x, ,.. , x, I 4) - E logf,w, , .., x, I 0)) 
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It is well known (Kullback [3]) that 
Theorem 1 shows that the asymptotic behavior of the posterior distribu- 
tions under a specified model can be analyzed by using ~(0) once likelihood 
functions converges uniformly to q(O) in a manner defined in (2). For i.i.d. 
random variables (X,1, Berk [I] established the condition (2) by using the 
strong law of large numbers for Banach-valued i.i.d. random variables. By 
the similar idea, we can show that the condition (2) holds for ergodic stationary 
Markov processes by the ergodic theorem for Banach-valued stationary 
processes. This will be done in the next section. 
3. THE CASE OF ERGODIC STATIONARY M~KOV PROCESSES 
In this section we treat the case where the process {X,}, n = 1, 2,... is an 
ergodic stationary Markov process. We shall show that, under a specified 
model described soon, the condition (2) in Theorem 1 is satisfied for this class 
of stochastic processes. 
Let f(y 1 x, 8,) be the transition probability density of the process {X’,} 
characterized by a parameter 0, . f(x j 0,) d enotes the density of the random 
variable X1 . Then, given a parameter set 0 which is a compact metric space, 
is the likelihood functions of {X,} defined on the parameter set 0. We shall 
adopt the functionsf,(x, ,..., x, 1 O), n = 1, 2,... as a model for the densities 
of the process {X,}. The following assumptions are made: 
(Bl) f(., 1 .) is jointly measurable and, for each fixed (x, y), f(y / x, .) 
is continuous. f(. j 0) is measurable for each 0 E 0. 
(B2) There exists a measurable function K(y j x) such that 
EKG% I Xx> -=I ~0 and I logf(y I .G 0 < K(Y I 4. 
Let us define 
= J l%f(Y I x9 4 . f(Y I x> 43) .f(x I 4) dY & 
Note that under (Bl)-(B2) E logf(X, / X, , .) exists in the sense of Bochner’s 
integral. Then we have 
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PROPOSITION 1. Under the assumption (Bl) and (B2), 
with probability one. 
Proof. We use the ergodic theorem for Banach-valued stationary pro- 
cesses. Let C(0) be the space of all continuous functions defined on 0 with 
the sup-norm. Since 
T& IUi4f(Xl I 4l+ 0 with probability one, 
it suffices to prove 
with probability one. 
By the assumption (Bl) and separability of the space C(0) with the aid of 
[4, Lemma 2.2.11 of Padgett-Taylor, Yi = logf(X,+r ( Xi, .), i = I,..( are 
random variables in C(0). Hence if we can show that the process (Y,} 
12 = 1, 2,... is an ergodic stationary process in Banach space C(O), then the 
ergodic theorem for Banach-valued stationary processes (see Parthasarathy 
[5]) asserts (9) and the conclusion follows. 
To show the stationarity of the process (Y,}, it is sufficient to prove, for 
example, 
PGJ; (Ylb),..., Ykb)) E 4 = p+G (Yz(w),--3 YJc+1(w)) E 4 (10) 
for any k and A E g(F(O)) where C’“(O) is the product space of k copies of 
C(0). This can be done by the same method as in Lemma 2.3.4 of Padget- 
Taylor [4]. 
The set 
U = {{x E Ck(0),f(x) < b}:f~ @(O)* and b E Rl}, 
where F(O)* is the dual space of C”(O), is a family of unicity for the Borel- 
field @F(O)) (Padget-Taylor [4, p. 25]), and it suffices to show that (10) 
holds for any A E U. Now, for B = (x E Ck(@),j(x) < 6) E U, 
WJ; (Yl ,***, YrJ E B) = P{w;f(Y, ,..., YJ < b). 
Since Yi = logf(X,+r [ Xi , .), f( Yr ,..., YJ is a function of XI ,..., X,,, , 
i.e., 
f (Yl >***, Y,) = g(X1 I**-, &+*). 
4'='9/56/2-4 
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g is a composite function of g, and g, where 
gl: (x1 ,..., x,,,) E R”+l + (f(x:, I x1 , .) ,..., f(cq +1 I xii , .)) E P(O) 
g,: w E Q --f (X,(w) ,..., Xp+.l(w)) E R”+‘. 
The assumption (Bl) and separability of P(O) ensure measurability of gt , 
and hence g is measurable. With this fact and stationarity of the process 
{XJ, g(Xl ,..., dyk+d and AX2 ,..., A-,,,) have the same distribution. Hence 
P{w;f( Yl ,..., Yk) < b} := P{w; g(Xl ,..., X,,,) < b} 
=z P(w;g(X2 ,..., X,,,) < bj 
= P{w;f(Y, ,..., Yk+l) < b: 
= P{w; ( Y2 ,...) Y&1) E B}. 
This establishes (10) and, hence, stationarity of {Yn}. 
Finally, ergodicity of (Y,, 2 is also proved by showing that for every 
A E.$~Y(C~~+~(@)), k = I 2 ,..., 
(l/N) : xA(Yn ,..., Yna) ---) P(w; (Ii ,..., Y/x+1) E 4 (11) 
n=1 
with probability one where xA is the characteristic function of the set A. 
Since xa(Yn ,..., Yn+k) is a function of {X,}, i.e., 
x,4(Yn ,-..> Yn+k) = g(Xn 7...Y -Lk 3 &+t+1), 
just as before g(.) is a measurable function. Hence the process {Z,}, where 
Z,, = g(X,, ,..., Xntktl), is ergodic and stationary, and by the ergodic 
theorem 
(l/W 5 XA(Yn )...> Yn+k) 
= EXA( Yl 9.. .t Yk,,) 
= P{w; (Yl ,..., Yk+l) E A). 
This shows the relation (11). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3. From Remark 2 we have ~(0,) >~(0). If the following condition 
f(Y 1x9 4) S;f(Y I x, 42) a.e. for 0, # da, 
and (“) 
f (Y I x3 43) and f(x I 4) are both positive, 
holds then ~(0,) = ~(0) implies 0, = 19. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider a first order ergodic stationary Markov 
process (X(n)> given by 
X(n) = @,,X(n - 1) + G,w(n - l), n = ‘1.) -1, 0, l,... 
where X(n) E P and {w(n)> is a k-dimensional vector valued i.i.d. random 
sequence with normal distribution N(0, I& I, identity matrix. Qio and G, are 
unknown d x d and d x k matrices, respectively, and we assume that 
absolute values of all eigenvalues of Qi, lie in a unit circle. We investigate 
the asymptotic behavior of posterior distributions of the parameter 
8 = (a, G) on a compact set @ which need not contain the true parameter 
8, = (65, , G,). The transition density of the process {X(n)} is given by 
f(r I x, 4,) = (P7V I GG' I)-1/2 expt- HY - @,d (GGY (Y - %d> 
where we assumed nonsingularity of the matrix G,G,,‘. The density f(x / 6,) 
of X(n) is normal N(0, I’) where I’ is given by 
r = G,,G,,’ + @oGoGo’@,,’ + @o”G,Go’(@,‘)2 + ... 
Now the function ~(0) defined by (8) is 
+I) = - 4 log(Z+ [ GG’ [ 
- + I ( Y - @X>’ (GG’)-’ ( Y - @x) f(Y I X; em I &,> dy dx 
=- - 6 log(2n)d 1 GG’ ] - 4 trace[(GG’)-l G,,G,‘] 
- 4 s dpo - diy (~~7-1 p. - q qcx 1 e,) dx 
= - S log(2rr)d 1 GG’ 1 - =$ trace[(GG’)-1 G,G,‘] 
- k trace(@, - @)’ (GG’)-l (QO - CD) I’ 
(12) 
where we are assuming nonsingularity of GG’ for all 0 = (CD, G) E 0. As we 
have shown in Remark 2 
+9,) = - 6 log(2r)” j G,,Go’ / - $d 
b de), t/BE@. 
The asymptotic carrier A, for the parameter set 0 can be calculated by 
using (12) and this enables us various kinds of analysis for the asymptotic 
behavior of posterior distributions. For example, let the parameter set 0 be 
such that 0 = {(a, G,), @ E 0,) Gr # G,,} where 0, is a compact set regard- 
ing the parameter @ and contains a0 . 
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For this case the asymptotic carrier A,, contains only one point (@a, G,) 
since trace (dj, - a)’ (GG’)-l ($ - @) I’ = 0 if and only if cf, =-- Qi, . 
Hence even if the specified model does not include the true density, i.e., 
Gr # G,, , as far as the parameter @ is concerned the posterior distributions 
on @ converge to the true point QO. 
4. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR GENERAL CASES 
Returning to the general case, let (X,}, 71 = l,..., be a random sequence. 
Given a joint density model fn(xl ,.,., x, 1 0), 0 E @, n = 1, 2 ,... for the 
process (X,}, we have the following proposition regarding the uniform 
convergence of likelihood functions. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that 
(9 Var((ll4 logf,(Xl ,..., X, I 4) - 0 
uniformly in 0 
(ii) -W/n) hfnK - Xn I O-+rl(~) 
uniformly in 8, then the condition (2) in Theorem 1 is satisfied. 
Proof. Application of Chebyshev’s inequality easily shows the result. 
In fact, for an arbitrary number c > 0, 
WJ; ~1 I(W) logfn(Xl ,..., X, I 4 - 7@)l > 4 
< WJ; ~:p l(J/n) logfn(Xl ,..., X, I 0) 
- (l/n) Elogfn(Xl ,..., 4, I ‘31 > (441 
+ J'b ;yl IO/n) Ekf,& ,..., -G IO) - v(e)1 > (42)). 
By Chebyshev’s inequality 
G (4/c2)9~g I(W~ogf&G ,...,-G Ia) - (Iln)Ekf,(X, ,...,X, I S)(}2 
+ (4/c’) 1;:: U/n> Elogf,& )..., X, I 0) - dW2. 
By Fatou’s lemma, the first term in the above equation is less than 
(4/c’) G;g E IW logfn(Xl ,..., X, I 0) - (l/n) E logf,(X, ,..., X, I O)lz. 
Hence the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 4. (a) In Proposition 2 if ~(0) is continuous, then we can apply 
Theorem 1. 
(b) When the process {X,} is an independent (but not necessarily 
identically distributed) sequence, the density model is given by 
f&1 3*-*, xn I 0) = fib I 4 ... f&n I 4, 8GQ, 
wherefi(xi 1 0) is the density model for random variable Xi . In this case the 
assumption in Proposition 2 takes the form: 
(9 U/n2) jfl Var hfd& I 0) - 0 uniformly in 8. 
(4 (l/4 f E bfi(& I 0) -+ de) uniformly in 8. 
i-1 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider the following linear system: 
X n+l = @Xn i- Gun, Xl; given 
yn = Hx, t hz 
where X,, E Rd, Y,, , 5, E R1, U, E R” and matrices @, G, H have appro- 
priate dimensions. (U,> is a given control sequence and we assume that 
(6,) is an independent and normaly distributed sequence with mean zero and 
covariance matrix r. The unknown parameter 0 consists of @, G, H, and F. 
The process {Y,,} is clearly independent but not identically distributed. 
Qi, , G, , H,, and F, denote the true parameter. Then Y, has a normal distribu- 
tion W&Jn(4J, r,J h w ere X,(0,,) is the state vector corresponding to the 
true parameter e. , and the density model is given by 
fn(Y1 ,...I y, I 4 = fifdyt I 4 
i-l 
where 
fi(ui 1 e) = ((24” I r 1)-l/2 exp{- *( Yi - HX,(B))’ P( Yi - HX,(B))) 
and X,(O) is the state vector corresponding to the parameter 8. We assume the 
following: 
(Cl) @, and DE 0 are stable matrices, i.e., absolute values of all 
eigenvalues of these matrices lie in a unit circle. 
(C2) The control sequence is uniformly bounded, i.e., 1 U,, / < K 
and, it has the property such that 
(1 /N) C VGG(eo) - ffx,W) VXYK#~,) - Hx,(W 
converges to a function of e uniformly in 8. 
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Then conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 2 are satisfied. To show this, 
first we note that the state vector XFJO) is uniformly bounded, i.e., 
/ X,(B)1 < M for all n and 0 E O”{~,,}. In fact, since 
X,,(e) = GUn_, + @GU,,+, + D2GU,-, + ... ‘r cPIGUo + @“X0, 
!~,(~)l~1IjG///~~,-,l+ll~l/IIGI!l~,-2It~~~ 
+ 11 @ jln-l 11 G (1 1 U,, j + (1 @ !lqL 1 X0 1 
where the matrix norm /( A II is defined by jj A jj = supl,~<~ j Ax j . The 
right-hand side of the above inequality is less than 
Kll G II (1 + II @ II + II @ /I2 + .-) + I 4, I 
== Kll G II (l/(1 - ‘1 @II>) + IX, I < M. 
(13) 
Note that by (Cl) I/ 0 11 < I. The last inequality in (13) is due to the com- 
pactness of the set @, and the uniform boundedness of X,(B) follows. Since 
{Y,} are independent, according to Remark 4(b), let us calculate 
Var 1ogfJ Y, 1 0). 
Since 
Var logfn( Y, ) 8) 
where M does not depend on 8. 
The last inequality comes from finiteness of the moment of 4, and uniform 
boundedness of H,,X,(B,,) - HX,(O). N ow the condition (i) in Remark (b) 
is easily checked by noting that 
VaNi logfn(Yl ,..., Y, I 0)) 
= ( l/n2) i Var logfi(Yi / 8) d (M/n) -+ 0 
i=l 
uniformly in 8. 
Similarly, by the condition (C2), 
uniformly in 8. 
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Thus by Proposition 2 we have 
in probability and 7(e) is given by 
y(e) -= log((27r)l ( r [)-l/2 - g lih(l/iv) 5 (HaXn(eo) - HX@)) r-1 
i-l 
x (H,X,(Q - ffx,(e)) - 4 trace T-IT, . 
As was done in Example 1 in Section 3, we shall investigate the asymptotic 
behavior of posterior distributions on (@, G, H) under the condition that I’ 
is arbitrarily fixed, i.e. r = I’, . Let the parameter set 0 be such that 
0 = I’, x 0, where 0, is a parameter set regarding (a, G, H) and we shall 
assume that 0, contains the true parameter (QO, G, , H,,). Clearly 7(0,) = 
supBEe 7(e) where 8, = (r, , @, , G, , 29,) and hence the asymptotic carrier 
A, contains 0, . But in this case 7(t$) = T(0) does not imply 8, = 0 since, for 
all nonsingular matrices T, e = (r, , T@,T-I, TG, , f&T-l) gives the same 
values to 7(e). When the input U, and the output Y, are both one-dimen- 
sional, a necessary and sufficient condition on the input sequence {U,} 
for the asymptotic carrier A, to contain only one point, i.e., 0, = (r, , aO, 
Go, I&) is known (Aoki and Yue [6]) under the condition that (@, H) has a 
canonical observable form and (dj, G) is a controllable pair. 
We shall consider more general cases. To simplify the analysis, we assume 
(C3): The control sequence (U,} is a uniformly bounded i.i.d. random process 
and 
EUJJ,’ = W i = j; W: positive definite 
=o i#j. 
Furthermore, since we are only concerned with the asymptotic behavior of 
posterior distributions, we assume that the time index n of {Yn} tends to 
infinite past, i.e., n = =.*, ---I, 0, I,.... 
Then since 
X,, = GU, + cDGlJ,-, + cD~GU~-~ + . . . . 
and {U,> is a uniformly bounded i.i.d. sequence, by (Cl) {X,} is an ergodic 
stationary process and so is {Y,}. 
Now (Y,J are no more independent, but since 6, = Y, - Hdr,(&,) is an 
independent and normally distributed sequence, the likelihood function 
fn(Y1 9.e.y Y, / 0) of Yr ,..., Y, is given by 
.wl ,..., yn I 0) 
= fi Kw I r wz exp(- +(Y, - Hxi(e)y r-yy, - ffxi(e))>, (14) 
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and we shall assume that this function fJYr ,..., Y, 1 0) is to be the 
density model for {Y,}. Let us investigate the asymptotic behavior of 
(l/n) logf,(YI ,..., Y, 1 0) directly without using Proposition 2. Since 
(l/n) l%f?ul ,.a.> k;, 18) 
= log((27r)Z / r I)- 1P - $(1/n) f (&X&J - HX@))’ r-1 
i=l 
x (~,xi(~o) - ~-uW 
-(l/n) 2 &‘r-r(H,xi(e,) - HX,(8)) - $(1/n) c &‘F& ) 
id i=l 
we shall apply the ergodic theorem to each term of the above equation. 
Noting that by the same discussion as in Section 2 {X,(e)> is an ergodic 
stationary process in Banach space C(O), by the ergodic theorem in Banach 
space we have 
with probability one. 
Here we used the fact that I, and HOX,(B,,) - HX,(B) are independent. 
Similarly 
SUP (l/n) jJ &‘T-l& - trace r-q --f 0 
BE@ i=l 
with probability one, and 
with probability one. 
Hence we have 
;g I(+9 kfn(yl ,..., y, 1 0) - ml -+ 0 with probability one 
where 
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Let us calculate 
-fwOXlPO) - Hx,(W WffOXl(~O) - H-w% 
= trace PlE(Z&X,(Q - HX,(B)) (Hdr,(e,) - Hx,(e)y. 
Since 
HX,(B) = HGU, + H@GU-, + HcD2GU-, + *a. 
and by (C3), we have 
JW~JI(~,) - H-W)) Wo-Ueo) - Hx,PV 
= f (H,,@,‘G,, - H@G) W(Ho@;Go - HWG)‘. 
i=O 
Hence 
7(e) = log((2n)l 1 r ))-1/2 - 4 trace P1ro 
(15) 
- 4 trace P1 f (Ho@dGo - H@G) W(H,@$G, - HWG)‘. 
i=o 
Let @3,) = T(0) where e1 = (I’, , !Do, G, , Ho). Then 
H@p,aG, = H@G for all i > 0. 
Thus under the assumption 
(C4) For all 0 E @U(@,), the system 
X, = @X,-, $ Gun-, 
Y,, = HX, 
is a minimal realization, 
there exists a nonsingular matrix T such that 
@ = TQi,T-l, G = TG, , H = HOT-l (16) 
(see Brockett [7]). 
As we have already shown, if the parameter (65, G, H) is completely 
unknown, q(e,) = q(0) does not imply B. = 8. Motivated by this fact, we 
shall consider the case where some of elements of (@, , Go , Ho) are known a 
priori so that the following condition holds: 
(C5) 0 E 0, which satisfies (16), is equal to fI1 . Then under this 
assumption q(4) = q(e) implies 0, = 0. We summarize here the obtained 
result. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Consider the linear system: 
Y, _- HA-% + 6, n --; ‘.. , -1, 0, I,.... 
Under the condition (Cl) and (C3), 
with probability one, where fn( Yl , . . . , Y, / 0) and ~(0) are giwen in (14) and (15). 
For a case where 0 = r, x 0, (dejned earlier), under further assumptions 
(C4) and (C5), q(B,) = ~(0) implies 0, = 6’ and hence the asymptotic carrier A, 
contains only one point 0, = (T, , GO, GO, HO). 
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